Deploy staff and increase fill
rates across your PCN with
Connected Scheduling™
Enjoy crystal clear communication, fill rotas
across your PCN with ease, and build your
bank of trusted staff with Lantum’s total
workforce management solution.

Complete e-rostering to deploy staff where you need them
Lantum’s seamless Rota tool allows you to schedule salaried staff across your PCN. ARRS staff can
be rostered across multiple practices from one central account, giving you complete visibility and a
real-time system of record.
Lantum’s e-rostering solution can be used to run a range of services, including Extended Access, and
over 200 hubs are currently using Lantum to manage their workforce and find new staff to fill shifts.

“Lantum has been an invaluable partner in helping us deliver a successful Extended Access
service across Sutton – they are collaborative and we consistently fill 100% of our shifts
with very little effort from our internal team.”
Dr Farhan Rabbani, Sutton GP Services

Full visibility, anytime, anywhere
With full, real-time visibility over your staff and rotas, last-minute shift gaps and surprises
are a thing of the past. Changes to your rotas are done in real-time, with everyone kept
up-to-date.

Clinical governance without the headaches
Lantum does the clinical governance checks for you so, when it’s time to book staff into
shifts, all clinicians are CQC-approved and ready to work - whether they’re your own
staff or from Lantum’s network.

“It’s very easy to use – I posted my sessions within minutes and had applications from GPs within an
hour. They remove the headache of paperwork with all of the vetted documents stored online and
easy to access, and the team are always on hand if I need any support.”
Sally Holdsworth, Practice Manager

Clear communication,
directly through
Lantum’s app
Say goodbye to endless phone
calls, WhatsApp messages
and chasing. With Connected
Scheduling™, you can message
your staff directly through the app
about available shifts, additional
cover needed and more.

About Lantum
Lantum are pioneers of Connected
Scheduling™, end-to-end workforce
management that unites healthcare
providers and their workforce to
deliver the best care together.
Connected Scheduling™ is embedded
in 20 Integrated Care Systems, 300+
Primary Care Networks, and 50% of
GP practices across the UK.

Get in touch
To learn more about Connected Scheduling™ and how it can transform
workforce management at your PCN, email enquiries@lantum.com.

